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Chapter 1: Introduction. A definition of the recognition and localization problem. A simple example. 
What constitutes a good solution? Why is this a hard problem? A view of things to come. Chapter 2: 
Recognition as a Search Problem. Non-correspondence matching. Feature matching. Searching the Cor- 
respondence Space. Searching the Pose Space. Alignment techniques. Search methods need constraints 
to be practical. Chapter 3: Searching for Correspondences. Searching the interpretation tree. The con- 
straints reduce the search. Model tests to verify hypotheses. Summary of the tree search approach. Deal- 
ing with spurious data. Variations on the tree search. Using focal features. Hypothesize and test 
methods. Search methods need constraints. Chapter 4: Two Dimensional Constraints. Characteristics of 
the features. What do we need from the constraints? Recognition from edges of laminar parts. Adding 
vertices to the vocabulary. Adding circular arcs to the vocabulary. Adding Curvature Primal Sketch 
primitives. General curved boundaries. Mapping data and model into the constraints. Free parameters 
and error bounds. Chapter 5: Three Dimensional Constraints. Three-dimensional edges. Cylindrical 
features. Three-dimensional surface patches. Other features. Chapter 6: Verifying Hypotheses. Finding 
the pose transformation to verify hypotheses. Rotation component. Translation component. Model tests 
for circular arcs. Bounds on the accuracy of the transform. Alternative solutions. Verifying an inter- 
pretation. Verified hypotheses define our solutions. Appendix: Detailed derivations of the error bounds. 
Chapter 7: Controlling the Search Explosion. Maintaining consistent interpretations. Coupled con- 
straints in two dimensions. Extensions of coupled constraints to three dimensions. Range propagation 
search. Heuristic termination. Focal, or privileged, features. Parallel relaxation. Alignment techniques. 
Other methods. Chapter 8: Selecting Subspaces of the Search Space. Searching Pose Space with Hough 
transforms. Other parameter hashing methods. The effects of selecting search spaces. Switching search 
spaces. Chapter 9: Empirical Testing. Simulations. Experience with live data. Summary of empirical 
testing. Chapter 10: The Combinatorics of the Matching Process. The combinatorics of isolated objects. 
The combinatorics of occluded objects. Bounding the probability of consistency. Specific bounds on 
recognition. Implications of the combinatorics. Chapter 11: The Combinatorics of Hough Transforms. 
Parameter hashing: the generalized Hough transform. Analysis of noise effects in Hough transforms. 
An occupancy model of the Hough transform. Chapter 12: The Combinatorics of Verijication. Intersec- 
tions in pose space. The probability of a conspiracy. Deriving formal thresholds. Some real world ex- 
amples. Conclusions concerning setting thresholds. Termination reduces the search complexity. Setting 
up the termination model. The formal model. Implications of the results. Conclusions concerning 
heuristic termination of search. Chapter 13: The Combinatorics of Indexing. A formal model of index- 
ing. Implications of the results. Conclusion. Chapter 14: Evaluating fhe Methods. How the systems 
measure up. The implications of the evaluation. Chapter 15: Recognition from Libraries. Linear library 
search. Feature indexing. Geometric constraint indexing. Other measurements for indexing. Chapter 16: 
Parameterized Objects. Parameterized families. Scale factors. Rotating subparts. Subparts that stretch. 
Combining parameterizations. Conclusions. Alternative methods. Chapter 17: The Role of Grouping. 
Using the model to focus the search. Grouping can focus the search. The role of grouping. Chapter 18: 
Sensing Strategies. The problem of sensory acquisition. An algorithm for computing sensing directions. 
Implementation of the technique. Choosing the parameters. When do we compute the sensing directions? 
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Avoiding false negatives. Testing the algorithm. The role of sensing strategies. Chapter 19: Applications. 
Hand-eye coordination systems. Mobile robot localization. Inspection. Inspection. Chapter 20: The Next 
Steps. 
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Preface. Two logical languages. Boolean reasoning. Boolean algebra and switching theory. An approach 
to Boolean problem-solving. Boolean reasoning vs. predicate logic. Chapter 1: Fundamental Concepts. 
Formulas. Propositions and predicates. Sets. Operations on sets. Partitions. Relations. Functions. 
Operations and algebraic systems. Chapter 2: Boolean Algebras. Postulates for a Boolean algebra. Ex- 
amples of Boolean algebras (The algebra of classes (subsets of a set). The algebra of propositional func- 
tions. Arithmetic Boolean algebras. The two-element Boolean algebra. Summary of examples). The Stone 
representation theorem. The inclusion-relation (Intervals). Some useful properties. n-variable Boolean 
formulas. n-variable Boolean functions. Boole’s expansion theorem. The minterm canonical form (Truth- 
tables. Maps). The Lowenheim-Miiller verification theorem. Switching functions. Incompletely- 
specified Boolean functions. Boolean algebras of Boolean functions (Free Boolean algebras). Orthonor- 
ma1 expansions (Lowenheim’s expansions). Boolean quotient. The Boolean derivative. Recursive defini- 
tion of Boolean functions. What good are “big” Boolean algebras? Chapter 3: The Blake Canonical 
Form. Definitions and terminology. Syllogistic & blake canonical formulas. Generation of BCF(f). Ex- 
haustion of implicants. Iterated consensus (Quine’s method. Successive extraction). Multiplication 
(Recursive multiplication. Combining multiplication and iterated consensus. Unwanted syllogistic for- 
mulas). Chapter 4: Boolean Analysis. Review of elementary properties. Boolean systems (Antecedent, 
consequent, and equivalent systems. Solutions). Reduction. The extended verification theorem. Poret- 
sky’s law of forms. Boolean constraints. Elimination. Eliminants. Redundant variables. Substitution. 
The tautology problem (Testing for tautology. The sum-to-one theorem. Nearly-minimal SOP formulas). 
Chapter 5: Syllogistic Reasoning. The principle of assertion. Deduction by consensus. Syllogistic for- 
mulas. Clausal form. Producing and verifying consequents (Producing consequents. Verifying conse- 
quents. Comparison of clauses). Class-logic. Selective deduction. Functional relations. Dependent sets 
of functions. Sum-to-one subsets. Irredundant formulas. Chapter 6: Solution of Boolean Equations. 
Particular solutions and consistency. General solutions. Subsumptive general solutions (Successive 
elimination. Deriving eliminants from maps. Recurrent covers and subsumptive solutions. Simplified 
subsumptive solutions. Simplification via marquand diagrams). Parametric general solutions (Successive 
elimination. Parametric solutions based on recurrent covers. Lowenheim’s formula). Chapter 7: Func- 
tional Deduction. Functionally deducible arguments. Eliminable and determining subsets (u-eliminable 
subsets. u-determining subsets. Calculation of minimal u-determining subsets). Chapter 8: Boolean Iden- 
tification. Parametric and diagnostic models (Parametric models. The diagnostic axiom. Diagnostic 
equations and functions. Augmentation). Adaptive identification (Initial and terminal specifications. 
Updating the model. Effective inputs. Test-procedure). Chapter 9: Recursive Realizations of Combina- 
tional Circuits. The design-process. Specifications (Specification-formats. Consistent specifications). 
Tabular specifications. Strongly combinational solutions. Least-cost recursive solutions. Constructing 
recursive solutions (The procedure. An implementation using BORIS). Chapter A: Syllogistic Formulas. 
Absorptive formulas. Syllogistic formulas. Prime implicants. The blake canonical form. 
